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Tlle s~lbiectsof these books are as different as the formats a ~ metl~ods
~ d
used to
interpret each book's lustorical information. There is, however, a collunon element
UI all tlu-ee: each autl~oruses a storyteller's approacl~to shape and present t l ~ e
material. The human story of the past, of people's lives and times, is at the centre of
each boolc.
J ~ I Mark's
I
book is t l ~ eonly one that is pure lustorical fiction: except for a
character list of "real" people and tl~osethat "might l ~ a v been,"
e
s l ~ provides
e
no
huther historical data. III her opening, Mark muses that Dickens's visit i111842 to
Montreal "must have been a memorable experience.. .. Tlus is what might have
happened. Quite a lot of it is true." S11e proceeds to recreate the time of Dickel~s's
visit as it must have seemed to the Britisl~officers and their families stationed UI
Montreal. The boolc is a series of short episodic chapters with terse descriptive
headers in the style of Dickens (e.g. "I17 wluc11 W. and Mrs. Diclcens arrive in
Montreal and Dorotl~yis not altogether impressed"). The main voice and viewpoint is that of Dorotl~y,daughter of Major Perry, whose family gets caugl~tup in
the excitement of the p l a n n i ~ ~for
g and anticipation of t l ~ evisit as well as t l ~ eupheaval and revelations tl~atthe actualvisit brings. The text is mostly dialogue, while
and colourhll illustratiol~s,many full-page sized, portray vignettes
numerous 1~1~11
drawn from that text. Diclcens himself is show11 to be controlling a-td solnewhat of
a buffoon wit11 a long-suffering wife.
But the lustorical value of the work lies UI t11e images and scenes it draws
that give t11e reader a glimpse into Montreal society -br, ratl~er,that part of
society inhabited by Britisl~military types garrisoned there "to protect the border"
(16), since memories of rebellions a ~ riots
~ d are still fresh. They and their falnilies
live in that "solitude" tl~atrelisl~esUI all t l ~ ~Englisl~
gs
and that calls England "l~ome."
Tlus sentiment is reflected in their excitement at meeting Dickens, since "each
installment of lus latest boolc is awaited like news from the battlefield as it crosses
the ocean and journeys up the St. Lawrence" (14).It is a world in wluch Dorothy can
feel proud of l ~ e father:
r
"Papa is Major Perry" and tlus " c o ~ u ~for
t s a good deal in
society here" (12). She speculates that "it does seem that notling ever l~appensUI
Montreal unless the military have a l1a11d in it" (16).It is a world were y o u ~ g
girls
pass the time at emnbroidery and receive suitors at tea. T~ILIS
a single event is used to
evoke a time period.
Linda Granfield uses her work on t l ~ eevolution of Pier 21 to develop the
image of that b ~ z i l d i ~as~ ag syrnbol of welcome and l~omecomningfor a different
type of arrival, one that occurred numerous times many years after Dickens called
the movement of
on us. Essentially, the book is a photo journal documel~tu~g
people - immigrants from many lands and returning soldiers of war - who
passed tlwougl~this port of entry from 1928 to 1971. But rather than aslc the reader
to merely loolc at these pictures, the author exhorts her readers to listen: "listen to
our tired voices, hear our sl~ufflingfeet and murmured prayers.. .we have stories
to tell.. .." These stories are told tl~roughtheir portraits and tlu-oug11 some of t l ~ e
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artifacts of the period -from name ledgers and meal coupons to travel certificates
and identificationtags -with an emphasis on the faces and fates of people rather
than the bricks and mortar of the location. The author selects and arranges the
photographs in groupings that serve to highlight specific aspects of the varied
groups that came to our shores, not only their customs, dress, and habits but also
their experiences wlule in transit on boats and trains or while detained for processing at Pier 21. Short headings begin each section and provide a simple interpretative framework; they include such titles as "New faces bound for Canada," "Tags,
tots and trees," "Voyages to safety," and "Bears, dolls and trains." Text beside each
photograph provides a descriptive or explanatory narrative on the people or activity captured on f a n ; for the most part, the photographs are personalized with
actual names (Ausma Levalds, Michael Martchenko), nationalities (a Dutch boy in
his wooden shoes), or the recounting of a specific memory. In a way appropriate
for her audience, the author features children and their experiences to represent
the more general immigrant story. Even when presenting returning soldiers of
World War 11, she does so through the memory of a young David Campbell who,
by chance, fo~mdhimself with his mother at the pier in the summer of 1945 and
who, "lilce many others who crowded Pier 21 when troop ships came
home.. .welcomed the men a11d women back to Canada as if they were members
of their personal family." By the time Granfield concludes that "Voices of the past
and present mingle and echo ...Pier 21 whispers stories," she has managed to amphfy those whispers.
The stories Robert Livesey tells are also about historical people who risked
their lives for change. Their courage did not come solely from leaving their homeland but from questioning the status quo. His subjects are the rebels who "have
upset, yet influenced, [Canada's] development as a nation." Those represented are
mostly political rebels from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and from
across Canada. They include the "usual suspects" such as Papineau, Mackenzie, and
Riel as well as some lesser-known ones as Dumont, de Cosmos, and Big Bear.
Grouping the subjects by geographical area and political cause provides cohesion
to all the rebellious acts reco~mtedand connects individuals to the historical context
of each period. A final chapter introduces readers to some rebels whose courage
and conviction outside the political realm allowed them to "defy social attitudes
and conventions with their lifestyles"; they include Norman Bethune, Nellie
McClung, as well as the surprising story of Dr. James Barry, a woman who passed
herself off as a male doctor for many years. Livesey's writing style is a type of
colour commentary on the action and events being described; this is especially true
in his re-creation of battle scenes. With short paragraphs, subheadings, and lively
writing, this survey of Canada's rebels is fast-paced and easy to read; the numerous
pencil illustrations also contribute to the depiction of the people and their actions.
Gramfield's and Livesey's books are definitely in the realm of nonfiction
and have the usual features of such works. Granfield includes a section entitled
"Pier 21 at a glance" that contains a timeline, statistics, and addresses for the Pier 21
Society. Livesey's work includes maps and a11index of names and events wlde also
imparting an abundance of facts and figures. It also gets creative with the addition
of instructions for five different activities geared to reinforce specific knowledge of
the individuals examined (creatingrebel trading cards) or general recreation of the
symbols of rebellion and protest (creating a revolutionary banner). Pier 21 lacks

deptl~in that, w l d e evocative and sometimes derived from real memories, the text
acco~npanyingthe pl~otograpl~s
is often based on assumnptio~~s
and projections by
the author ("wit11 the gentle touch of her hand, tlus young irmnigrant mother
comforts her small son"). Wlule it might be reflective of a laclc of artifacts, there
does seem to be a greater representation of British (war brides, home clddren) and
other well-dressed inunigrants tl~anof the latter post-war economic refugees. The
Tlze
use of the term "DPs" wit11 its derogatory connotations is also ~u~fortunate.
Rebels provides very sl<etcl~y
data on m y given character a ~ no
d true ~u~derstanding of any rebel cause can be garnered from the text. The author's introduction is
simplistic and overly dramatic: "a successful Ca~adianrebel is a person who achieves
change tluough peaceful means, not bloodsl~ed,"while "some rebels.. .break the
law, take control by force, or even kill" (1). Some characters are included but there
is little or no develop~nentof their actions or role in the events of their time; the
inclusio~~
of and a quote from Florence Nigl~tingaleis q~~estionable
in a worlc on
Canadian rebels. The need for tighter editing is also apparent in two casual referone indicates it was
ences, on facing pages, to people being sent to a penal colo~~y:
in Australia, the other that it was in Van Diemen's Land. With these failings, these
titles remain more of an interesting scrapbool<or quick survey of the topic rather
than interpretative lustorical or biograplucal works. As fiction, M I : Dickeizs Hits
Tozolz has no such expectations.
In general, all three books are enjoyable reads that entertain u ~ maintain
d
t l ~ estoryteller's voice in their presentations. For material auned at those aged
between eight and twelve, they each provide a good lens tluough which to filter
the events, actions and experiences being recalled and c o ~ d dserve to introduce or
to use as a related activity in a more in-depth study of their topics.
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Introducing clddren to Shakespeare so that they can l e a n to love the works of the
Bard in spite of the complexities of lus language and the passage of 400 years can be
difficult. Michael Bertder's A11 the World's n Stnge: Willinllz Shnkespenre, A Pop-up Biogrnplzy attempts to make Sl~akespeare'shistorical context accessible to a y o ~ u audi~g
ence. Following fresh on the heels of the Academy Award-winning pseudo-biogsaplucal fihn Slznlrespen~eilz LO~IP,
R P ~ ~ P Itext
- ' s pres~ntsa glimpse into the Bard's
life that is more s~utable
to clddren than the nudity-filled mainstream movie. A11 tlze
World's n Stnge provides a good overview of Shakespeare's life and the context of
lus times including descriptions of Stratford-LI~OII-Avon,
London, the life of the
a
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